THE PROBLEM OF THE EXTERNAL DEBT: GESTATION, DEVELOPMENT, CRISIS AND PROSPECTS

Corrigendum

1. Page 28, line 9 (correction not applicable in English version)
For read

2. Page 34, table 11, third line of figures (Trade surplus (+))
For 10130 12527 2376 -25428 -35021 -22580 -10160 -17149 -4953
read -10130 -12527 -2376 25428 35021 22580 10160 17149 4953

3. Page 34, table 11, seventh line of figures (Trade surplus (+))
For 9.6 11.0 2.3 -25.3 -31.2 -11.6 -3.1 -8.3 -1.3
read -9.6 -11.0 -2.3 25.3 31.2 11.6 3.1 8.3 1.3

4. Page 39, table 16 (correction not applicable in English version)
For read

5. Page 42, table 17 (correction not applicable in English version)
For read